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this is the same as much higher values of E than that of D x, so this rela-
tion is not by itself enough to predict B

The above analysis has implicitly assumed that E„ is
not so large that perturbative hard gluon exchange could
give the heavy quark a momenta comparable to its mass.
Such very hard gluons could introduce off-shell effects de-
pending on the mass of the heavy quark. In practice, per-
turbative off-shell effects seem small throughout the kine-
matic range of D and B decays [7,8].

The quark model result of Eq. (4) will clearly satisfy
the scaling law if b a: (2ma) ' . We have checked that
this indeed turns out to be the case. A 8* pole contribu-
tion will also satisfy the scaling behavior for large values
of E; however, it does so in a unique fashion. The key
feature is that as mb ~, the B and B* become degen-
erate, since their spin splitting vanishes as I/mb, i.e.,

mii
—mg —I/ma, ma. —ma = const =0.5 GeV . This2 2 2

puts the 8* pole very close to the physical region, a prop-
erty not shared by any other resonance. The residue of
the pole may be calculated. The scaling behavior of the
relative couplings are [6] ga. a -ma and f8.-maI/2

Thus near the 8* pole the effect is

f+""=b,*, /(I+E./M*),

basw =17.6,
M* =(ma. —mii —m )/2m' =0.050 GeV.

(sb)

The logical conflict between these models lies in the as-
sumptions for the energy behavior of the form factors.
The GI'S model finds that the energy variation is
governed by a typical hadronic scale M =1.1 GeV. BSW
[and also KS (Korner and Schuler) [5]] have a much
more rapid variation because they build in a B* pole
form, and the physically allowed region includes energies
very near the pole. This then leads to a very nontypical
energy scale M*=0.050 GeV. It is important to em-
phasize that BSW do not calculate in the region of the
pole, but only at the point of maximum E . The rapid
variation near the pole (low E,) is not a feature of the
light-cone quark model, but is an artifact of the assump-
tion of a vector dominance form. In light quark decays,
both quark models and vector dominance produce q
variations with similar typical hadronic scales, such as

m~. In 8 decays, the energy scales diA'er quite strongly.
We need to decide which approach (if any) is right.

The heavy quark limit of QCD can be used to sort out
the ingredients to these form factors. We present a slight
generalization of the counting rules of Isgur and Wise
[6]. In the limit mg ~, the structure of the heavy had-

ron becomes independent of mq. Consider the weak tran-
sition of a heavy meson to a light meson (x) where the
light hadron emerges at a given fixed energy E . In the
heavy mass limit, the dynamics of this transition becomes
independent of the mass and the amplitude is then de-
scribed by a function of E . For states conventionally
normalized by

( 2)
gB'BxfB' b

m8e —
q I +E /M*

(8)
gB BJBi

m2 m2 m2

with M* given in Eq. (5b). Unlike the expected scaling
pattern [such as Eq. (4) with b —(2ma)'~, M-const]
this form has b* ma, M* —I/ma. Because of the
very tiny value of M*, for most values of E the form
factor is approximated by f+ =b*M*/E„which does
scale properly. However, the pole contribution is logical-

ly distinct, since one could consider the m, 0 limit of
QCD in which case the form factor at E,=0 has a
different scaling property [6]. In a more practical setting,
the scaling rules between D— z and 8 z are violated

by 50% at the zero-recoil point when one uses the physi-
cal masses.

As a by-product of this analysis, one can show that the
BSW model is incompatible with the assumption of 8*
pole dominance. This occurs because their wave function

overlap calculated at q =0 scales as c-mq ' for large

ma. Translated to the 8* pole by the assumption of a

monopole form, this produces a residue at the pole which

scales as m~ rather than the ma behavior required by

QCD.
The two components described above can also be

identified in the context of dispersion relations. The form
factor f+, considered as an analytic function of q, has

an isolated pole at q =ma. and a cut starting at q
=(mq+m„) . (If one imagines smaller values of m or
larger values of m~. —mg, the pole could occur above the
start of the cut. This situation occurs in the D x case
where the D* is above the D* Drr threshold. ) In

QCD, the form factor vanishes sufficiently fast as q-'

(Qq(p') lgq(p)) =2M',-b'(p —p'), (6)

we must divide the matrix element of Eq. (3) by
(2M&-)'~ before applying the heavy quark symmetry.
Including the time and space components of the matrix
element, we obtain

=g(E ),
(x(p') luyblB(p)) (f+ f—)p

(2m )' (2m )'
where g(E ) and h(E ) are universal functions not pre-
dicted by the symmetry, but which are independent of the
heavy quark mass. Thus one obtains f+ = f, with-
f+(q ) =(2ma)'~ h(E ). If both B and D mesons are
heavy enough for these methods to apply, one can obtain
the form factor for 8 x from that for D x by scaling

f+ '(E ) =(ma/mD) ' f+ at fixed E (not fixed q 2).
However, note the kinematic range of 8 x extends to

2888
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that one may write an unsubtracted dispersion rela-
tion

ga a„fa I
~" Imf+(r)

ma ~ Ir4t ~+
(9)

[In the D n case, the first term is absent, and the D*
pole appears above threshold as a narrow resonance in

imf+(t). The net physics is of course the same. ] Contri-
butions to Imf+(t) would include higher 8 resonances
plus the Bx and B*xcontinuum. These contributions are
located in energy a fixed distance away from the 8 mass
(AE- —,

' -I GeV), and do not approach the 8 mass as

mb . This energy gap then allo~s them to generate
h(E ). A change of variables can help to demonstrate
this. Consider the variables E and i with the latter
defined by t =t + 2ma r. With these variables,

tm f+(r =i~+ 2m' z )
y E +—

2
d~

I +E,/M t+E~
(10)

Roughly, r is the energy above mz for a given contribu-
tion, r = (ma+ r) ~. For all contributions located a fixed
distance away from trial, the dispersion integral will gen-
erate a function of E which varies as E„/p with p being
a typical hadronic scale. Thus in a dispersive analysis,
h(E, ) reflects the continuum and higher resonance con-
tributions to the form factor.

However, as we have shown above, the 8* contribution
is only logically distinct near the pole. The monopole
form is not likely to remain unchanged far from the pole.
One expects an extra damping of this contribution at
larger recoil, and this is found in quark model calcula-
tions. The physics of this is illustrated in Fig. 2. The b
quark is static and the spectator d quark has small
momentum. The production of a higher recoil pion is

suppressed not only by the 8* propagator, but also by the
following factors. We know from other hadron phenome-
nology that the dominant quark pair creation mechanism
is a soft process; there is not much probability of creating
a very hard uu pair. In addition, once produced, a hard u

quark has little amplitude for being found in the pion.
Similarly, the hard u is not likely to form only a B*

meson. Each of these factors damps the B* contribution

at large E, beyond the factor already contained in the
8* propagator. Jaffe [9] has shown how related quark

model behavior can be manifest in the context of disper-

sion relations from the contribution of continuum and

pole effects above the cut. Phenomenologically the extra
damping can be accommodated by allowing the 8* cou-

pling to depend on E. Thus we are led to a two-

component model of the semileptonic form factor,

.+(2m, ) / (E.),b*(E.) ~/2

1+E,/M
where b*(E,) includes the damping described above. In

model calculations, these two ingredients will generally be

separately identifiable; both need to be included.
Existing models do not contain this two-component

form. It is, however, easy to so modify the GIWS model

by adding the 8* contribution calculated in Ref. [6],
with the result shown in Fig. 3 (labeled GIWS). Also

shown (labeled BD) is a two-component model which we

will present more fully elsewhere [10]. Briefly, the 8*
contribution is fixed using the heavy quark symmetry to
relate fa. to Fa (we use Fa =200 MeV) and extracting

ga. a„ from the 8 Brr/8 By ratio. We have es-

timated b (E,) by including monopole suppression for
each of the effects described above. The function h„(E,)
has been obtained by matching the GI%'S calculation at
E,=O to the BSW one at q2=0, using the unique mul-

tipole form interpolating between them which satisfies the
proper heavy quark scaling laws, i.e., of the form of
f+ b(1 +E /M) with b =23, M =093 GeV. In

both models, we note the striking dominance of the 8 at
small E, but at larger values of E„ the non-B com-
ponent is dominant.

Despite the large modification of the form factor due to

f. s—

FIG. 2. Quark level diagram of the 8* pole in B Irev.
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E.
&—Ir f+ form factor in two models. The dashed

and dotted curves are the non-B component of the BD and
GIWS models, respectively. The dot-dashed curve is the B*
eAect in the BD model.
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FIG. 4. B x energy distribution in the two models of Fig.

the B*,the effects on the decay rate are not as dramatic.
This is due to a helicity suppression mechanism of the
matrix element as p 0. When the pion is at rest, an-

gular momentum conservation requires that the ev be in a
spin-zero combination. However, as I, 0, the weak

currents produce a left-handed particle and a right-
handed antiparticle, which is spin one. Thus the matrix
element must vanish as p 0, m, 0. This is seen in

the differential decay rate (with m, =0)

the magnitudes of form factors. It needs to be checked if
the quoted magnitudes are modified when this assumption
is not made.

The basic idea that the 8* pole is important at low E
and that it should be added to the GIWS model was dis-
cussed in Ref. [6]. We have made explicit several aspects
which are not stated in that work and have extended the
phenomenology of this idea. All of the existing phenome-
nological models have inconsistencies as presently ap-
plied. The remedy in the GIWS model is relatively sim-

ple, but that for the BSW and KS models may require
more work. These issues are important for the theoretical
consistency of the models. They also have implications
for the attempt to extract V„b from a comparison of
D x and 8 z. Since the pion energy in D x is rel-
atively modest, the reaction occurs largely in the pole-
dominated region, whereas in 8 x the two components
enter with different weight. One cannot simply compare
integrated rates, nor extrapolate to zero recoil. In this re-
gard using B p and D p at a common Ee should lead
to a more reliable estimate of the CKM elements. Even
after modifications, the modes are not likely to agree in

detail, and more understanding is needed before we may
have any hope of "reliable" models. However, the
identification of the proper ingredients to the models is a
necessary step.

We thank B. R. Holstein, E. Golowich, N. Isgur, and
D. Wyler for useful conversations. This work was sup-
ported in part by the National Science Foundation.
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In Fig. 4, we show this distribution. The remaining siz-
able disagreement between the models arises at large
recoil, where the rising phase space competes in the
GIWS model with an exponentially falling form factor.
The high recoil region clearly deserved further study.

Although we have concentrated on the most dramatic
case, 8 tv, our comments are clearly relevant for all

other heavy-to-light weak decays. In the case of 8
pev, the three axial vector matrix elements have only

smooth scaling behavior, while the single vector form fac-
tor has both a smooth contribution and a 8* pole. Simi-
lar results hold in D K,K*,n, p transitions, and we will

detail these elsewhere [10]. The only present data on the

q variation of the form factors exist in D Kev [11].
We have checked that a two-component form is con-
sistent with observations. Experimental analyses of semi-
leptonic D decays have in general assumed a single-
component vector dominance shape in the extraction of
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